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Abstract— Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) is an emerging wireless
physical layer technology that uses a very large bandwidth. We
are interested in finding the design objectives of the medium
access (MAC, namely, power control and scheduling) and routing
protocols of a multi-hop, best-effort, UWB network. The objective
is to maximize flow rates (more precisely, log-utility of flow rates)
given node power constraints. The specificity of UWB is expressed
by the linear dependence between rate and signal-to-noise ratio
at the receiver. It is known that, in wireless networks, different
routing strategies can imply differences in MAC protocol design,
hence we search for the jointly optimal routing, scheduling and
power control.
We find that the optimal solution is characterized by the
following. (1) When data is being sent over a link, it is optimal
to have an exclusion region around the destination, in which all
nodes remain silent during transmission, whereas nodes outside of
this region can transmit in parallel, regardless of the interference
they produce at the destination. Additionally, the source adapts
its transmission rate according to the level of interference at the
destination due to sources outside of the exclusion region. (2)
The optimal size of this exclusion region depends only on the
transmission power of the source of the link, and not on the
size of the link nor on positions of nodes in its vicinity. (3) Each
node in a given time slot either sends data at the maximum
power, or does not send at all. As for the routing, we restrict to
a subset of routes where on each successive hop we decrease the
distance toward the destination, and we show that (4) relaying
along a minimum energy and loss route is always better than
using longer hops or sending directly, which is not obvious since
we optimize rate and not power consumption. Finally (5), the
design of the optimal MAC protocol is independent of the choice
of the routing protocol. For narrow-band networks, (2), (4) and
(5) do not hold, which shows that the design of an UWB network
should be addressed in a different way than for narrow-band.
Our technical approach is based on expressing the design
requirements as a mathematical optimization problem. We solve
it exactly for simple networks on a line and approximately on
random topologies in a plane with up to 50 nodes with various
power constraints, traffic matrices, and mobility parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Goals
Our goal is to define design objectives for multi-hop ultra-
wide band (UWB) best effort ad-hoc networks. We would
like to understand how access to the radio medium should
be organized (medium access control or MAC protocol), how
to choose the optimal routing, and how the two problems
interact. Indeed, as we explain in the next section, UWB has
peculiarities that suggest that the optimal organization might
be different than for existing, narrow-band wireless networks,
and this is confirmed by our findings. We are interested in
formulating fundamental tradeoffs, and we expect our results
to serve as guidelines for protocol design. The application
of our findings to the design of a specific MAC or routing
protocol is outside the scope of this paper.
B. Ultra-Wide Band Networks
Ultra-wide band (UWB) is an emerging radio technology
for wireless networks. According to FCC, an ultra wide band
transmission has a bandwidth that is larger than 25% of the
carrier frequency. It has been shown in [23], [20] that the
optimal wide-band signaling consists of sending short pulses.
There are currently several proposals of the physical layer for
UWB networks like the one based on coherent receivers [24]
and non-coherent receivers [17]. We focus on [24] since it is
very close to the only current IEEE 802.15.3a proposal [2],
and will probably become the IEEE standard.
The main particularities of the physical layer described in
[24] are
  Rate adaptation – A sender uses repetition coding to
send data. By increasing the number of repetitions it
increases the effective SNR at the receiver, hence de-
creasing the probability of error, but at the same time
decreasing the rate, and vice versa. The rate can be very
fine-tuned since the repetition is done at the symbol level.
  Arbitrary level of interference is allowed – For a given
level of interference at the receiver, a sender can tune its
rate by adjusting the number of repetitions, in order to
achieve a desired error probability. This way, a sender
can avoid collisions while still obtaining the maximum
possible rate for a given interference level. However, as
we show later in the paper, allowing for an arbitrary level
of interference may still not be optimal.
  Linear rate function – Given a fixed desired error prob-
ability, the maximal achievable rate is a linear function of
SNR at the receiver. This is a consequence of the wide-
band communication.
Examples of MAC and routing protocols using the UWB
physical layer described in [24] can be found in [3], [6].
Our model holds for all multi-hop wireless networks whose
underlying physical levels satisfy the three conditions from
above. This includes [24] and potentially other UWB imple-
mentations. In cases where rate can be adapted only coarsely
to the signal-to-noise ratio, our solution is only approximately
optimal. The UWB model of [17] differs from ours in a
number of features. For more discussion see Section VIII.
The model does not hold for narrow-band systems (like
802.11 or CDMA) because they do not have rate as a linear
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function of signal-to-noise ratio. For more discussion see
Section VII.
C. Cross-Layer Design in Wireless Networks
Access to the radio medium is traditionally considered a
problem of the MAC layer. However, it has recently become
evident that a traditional layering approach that separates
routing, scheduling, flow and power control might not be
efficient for ad-hoc wireless networks [8]. This is primarily due
to the interaction of links through interference, which implies
that a change in power allocation or schedules on one link can
induce changes in capacities of all links in the surrounding area
and changes in the performance of flows that do not pass over
the modified link. One example is given in [15], for a one-
dimensional narrow-band network; it is shown that an ideal
MAC protocol should establish an exclusion region around
a destination of a transmitting link. The size of the region
is proportional to the length of the link, hence the exclusion
regions are going to be larger if nodes use direct routes instead
of next-hop routes. Another example of interaction between
the optimal routing and the optimal MAC protocol is given
in [21] in the case of CSMA/CA networks. We are interested
in finding a jointly optimal routing and MAC strategies, and
we formulate our question as that of a joint optimization of
power control, scheduling and routing.
D. Performance Metric
Performance metrics for wireless networks can be divided
in two groups: rate based and power based metrics. Here we
are primarily interested in maximizing rates and we consider
power control a mechanism for increasing a rate-based per-
formance metric, rather than saving battery lifetime (though it
may come as a desirable offshoot). The most widely used rate-
based performance metrics are total throughput, total utility,
and max-min fairness.
The UWB physical layer has the property that the rate is
a strictly increasing function of signal-to-noise level at the
receiver. It is shown in [16] that for this type of network
both total throughput and max-min fairness are not appropriate
metrics. The first suffers from unfairness and the second from
inefficiency. As suggested in [16], a good compromise between
efficiency and fairness is achieved by proportional fairness
[13]. Thus we use proportional fairness as a performance
metric to define an optimal network design.
E. Routing and Mobility
The optimal route of a flow in the context defined above
maximizes the utility of the system, and at the same time
attains the Wardrop equilibrium [13]. This route is not nec-
essarily close to the shortest route as it depends on rates and
routes of other flows.
However, in order to simplify the problem, conventional
routing protocols like AODV and DSR focus on a set of routes
that have as a next hop a node closer to the destination. We
adopt this approach. We focus on routes that consists of nodes
that lay on a “minimum energy and loss route” (MELR). The
MELR of a flow is defined as the route that maximizes the
rate of the flow in a hypothetical network with a single flow
where only one node can send at a time; for a more precise
definition of MELR see Section III-H. We optimize routing
by tuning the size of the hop. One extreme example of such a
route is the MELR route itself, when the smallest possible hop
lengths are used; another extreme is the direct route where a
source does not relay but sends directly to the destination.
Any implementation of routing incurs an additional penalty
on network performance. There is an overhead due to the
implementation of the protocol. In order to maintain routes,
a routing protocol needs to exchange beacons and keep-alive
messages, thus consuming a part of network resources. We
assume this overhead is fixed for each hop and we express it
through a fraction of the rate it consumes.
Another penalty imposed by routing is due to the mobility
of nodes. The longer the path is, the higher the probability that
the path will break is, since one or more nodes will move. This
probability depends, to a large extent, on the mobility pattern
and speed, as well as on the properties of the implementation
of the UWB physical layer on senders and receivers. We avoid
in-depth modeling of these factors since the goal of this paper
is to anticipate to which extent mobility influences the optimal
choice of routes in an UWB network. We incorporate the
impact of mobility through the probability that a packet is
lost at each hop of the route.
F. Problem Formulation
We define the scheduling, routing and power allocation
problem in a UWB network as a numerical optimization
problem, whose goal is to maximize the total utility of the
system. The questions we pose are:
  How to choose routes for flows ? - Given an arbitrary
set of nodes and traffic demands, what is the routing that
achieves proportional fairness? What is the optimal hop
length of a flow at each intermediate node?
  How to organize the access to the network (MAC
protocol) ? - Given the optimal routing, when and with
what rate and power should a link transmit? While a
link is transmitting, how should it control its power, the
interference at the receiver, and how should it adapt its
rate?
  How do routing and MAC protocols interact ? - How
does the optimal MAC protocol depend on the choice of
the routing protocol and vice versa ?
G. Techniques for Solving the Problem
The considered optimization problem is a highly complex
optimization problem, and is difficult to solve in the general
case, even using advanced optimization methods such as in
[11]. A discussion for arbitrary networks with up to 6 nodes
is given in [22]. It is difficult to draw general conclusions
about network design from such small networks. Our method
to overcome this is as follows.
First, we solve exactly a small, one-dimensional simple
network. We consider a ring topology where all nodes are
equally spaced and send data to their
 
hop away neighbor
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on the right. We are able to find an analytical solution for
this simple model. This initial steps allowed us to identify the
properties of the optimal solution that we describe as findings
1, 3, 4 and 5 in Section I-H.
Then we next consider a random, two-dimensional network.
Our approximation method consists of two parts. We first
numerically analyze the optimal power allocation on different
networks for different routing and scheduling strategies. We
always find that the optimal strategy is that if a node is
transmitting, it should transmit with maximum power, or
else should remain silent, and we adopt this finding as a
hypothesis in the future analysis. The second part of the
method consists in defining a number of alternative strategies
for scheduling and routing, and analyze the performance of
the various combinations. The routing strategy decides how
many nodes along the MELR route is spanned by one hop.
The scheduling policy is one of the following four: all nodes
at a time (interference is always allowed), only one node at
a time (this is, in our framework, equivalent to time division
multiple access, TDMA), and two strategies with exclusion
around the destination. The last two strategies work as follows.
Having chosen a route, each node select a blocking distance,
that is the radius of a disk around the receiving node in which
there must be no other active nodes. We repeat the same
procedure for each node and each flow, and then construct a
schedule in a greedy manner. Then, we optimize slot durations
in order to maximize system utility. The two strategies with
exclusion differ in the way they compute the blocking radius.
One optimizes the radius based on local information: next hop
distance, available power and position of surrounding nodes.
The other computes the radius based solely on the transmission
power of the source of the link.
We numerically analyze the performance of these strategies
on a set of networks with up to 50 nodes, where nodes are
randomly distributed. Since UWB propagation is short range,
we expect such network sizes to be realistic. We consider
uniform and non-uniform network topologies, both in the sense
of node positioning, power constraints and traffic demands. We
first consider a network of uniformly distributed nodes on a
unit square, where half of the nodes are sources talking to a
randomly chosen destinations from the other half of the nodes.
We next consider heterogeneous scenarios where randomly
distributed nodes all talk to a few base stations. Finally, we
consider networks with non-uniform node distributions where
again half of the nodes talk to the other half. We further
consider different levels of mobility, as this implies unreliable
routes and incurs additional cost to routing. We also consider
networks whose nodes have non-uniform power constraints,
which model different types of wireless equipment in the same
network - from high-power laptops to small-power ubiquitous
computing devices.
H. Our Findings
Our main findings can be summarized in the following 5
findings:
1) Exclusion Regions and Rate Adaptation: Although a
link can adapt the rate to an arbitrary level of interference
at the receiver, this might not the optimal from the rate
viewpoint. It is optimal to have an exclusion region around
the destination of an active link. All nodes in the exclusion
region have to remain silent. However, nodes outside of the
exclusion region can transmit data in parallel. The destination
will thus experience interference only from nodes outside of
the exclusion region, and will adapt the rate accordingly. This
is very much in contrast to the 802.11 CSMA/CA mechanism,
where an exclusion region is defined around the source and
the destination of a link at the same time, and where the size
of the exclusion region is adapted such that the interference at
the receiver is smaller than a threshold, while the rate is kept
fixed.
2) Static Size of The Exclusion Region: The size of this
exclusion region around a destination is static. It depends
only on the transmission power constraint of the corresponding
source, and not on the link size nor on the density of nodes
around the destination.
From this conclusion we derive two interesting extreme
cases. For small power constraints, hence low-rate or very
sparse networks, we can schedule as many nodes as possible
to send at a time, even if it increases interference. This finding
suggests that a simple MAC protocol should be used in this
type of networks, as only the sender and the receiver of each
link need to coordinate separately. For large power constraints
and high-rate networks, or very dense networks, it is optimal
to have only one node sending at a time.
3) Sending at The Full Power: When data is sent over a
link, the sender should transmit with a maximum allowed
power. Otherwise, the link should remain silent. This is
because the rate on a UWB link can always increase when
the SNR at the receiver is increased, even if this increase is
small. Even though an increase of a transmission power will
increase interference at other nodes sending at the same time,
we find that this will always be compensated by the increase
of the rate on the link itself.
This is again in contrast with 802.11, where a source can use
only one of a few modulations to send data. The source selects
the modulation, and hence the rate, a priori based on the link
conditions. It is then shown in [12] that a sender should send
with the minimal power necessary to reach the SNR threshold
of the receiver, in order to decrease the interference on others
and maximize performance.
4) Minimum Energy and Loss Routing: The routing that
maximizes total rate utility in a UWB network within the
routes we consider is the minimum energy and loss route itself.
In addition, if maximum power constraints are uniform, and
nodes are not mobile, this optimal route coincides with what
is usually called the minimum energy route (MER), described
in Section III-H. This result is similar to the findings in 802.11
networks, as shown in [12].
5) Insensitivity of MAC to The Choice of Routes: Another
significant conclusion is that the optimal MAC protocol does
not depend on the choice of routes. We found that if all nodes
apply similar routing strategies, then the MAC protocol should
maintain exclusion regions of the fixed sizes, regardless of
the choice of hop lengths made by routing. This leads to
an important property: a UWB network can be organized
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in a traditional layered manner, where a routing protocol
choose routes, and a MAC protocol organizes medium access
regardless of the choice of routes. This conclusion is in
contradiction with findings for 802.11 [21] and narrow-band
networks in general [15], and facilitates the design of a UWB
network protocol.
The four main findings presented above are fundamentally
related to the properties of the UWB physical layer presented
in Section I-B. For a discussion on application of the findings
on the UWB model of [17], see Section VIII.
The findings do not hold for narrow-band physical layers
like CDMA or 802.11, as we show Section VII. Thus the fact
that the rate is a linear function of the signal-to-noise ratio is
important.
I. Organization of This Paper
In the following section we present existing work related
to our research. In Section III we define our assumptions and
describe our network model in details; we translate our initial
problem into a numerical optimization problem. In Section IV
we solve the numerical problem exactly for a static linear
network. In Section V we present an approximate method for
solving the general case of a mobile network in the plane
and in Section VI we discuss the numerical results. Finally,
in Section VIII we give conclusions and directions for future
work.
II. RELATED WORK
There are several papers that study variations of the joint
optimization problem. In [7] the joint scheduling and power
control problem is considered in networks with QoS con-
straints, where a minimum signal to noise ratio is defined for
every link. Given these set of constraints, they find an optimal
scheduling and power allocation that satisfies constraints and
minimizes dissipated power. A similar model with a minimum
SIR constraint is analyzed in [4]. In [5], the authors find
the optimal scheduling and power control that maximizes the
total throughput of a network, given the power constraints
for each user. They solve the problem for small networks
and they demonstrate a distributed algorithm that finds an
approximate solution for large networks based on hierarchy. A
similar problem is studied for UWB in [6]. Joint routing and
scheduling is considered in [18], where the total throughput of
a network is maximized when given a set of links that cannot
be active at the same time.
In [22] the authors define a very general model of a
wireless network that covers both routing, scheduling and
power control. They take the total network capacity as a
performance measure. However, the complexity of the model
is such that even with a linear objective function it can handle
less than 10 nodes.
The global organization of UWB networks is studied in [3]
in a guaranteed service framework where flows are setup using
a centralized control system and where scheduling allows
all nodes to send together. In this paper we focus on best-
effort networks. In most of the papers concerning optimal
performance of best-effort wireless networks for different
physical layers, such as [7], [4], [5], [18], [22], the authors
maximize total throughput of the network. This approach can
lead to gross unfairness, where users with worse channels
might not get any throughput. Per-link utility fairness has been
considered in [14], and per-link max-min fairness in [19], [10].
However, this still does not guarantee per-flow fairness for
long flows.
III. ASSUMPTIONS AND MODELING
A. Physical Network Model
We assume that the physical layer is based on the ultra-
wide band radio described in [24]. This radio is based on
pulse position modulation (PPM) and a coherent receiver.
TcT f
δ
"1""0"
Fig. 1. Ultra-wide band physical layer, the model of Win Scholtz [24].
Time is divided in frames of duration   . Each frame is
divided into bins of duration   . A node transmits one pulse
per frame, and it has a pseudo-random time hopping sequence
which tells it in which bin to transmit. A time hopping code
for the example on the Fig. 1 is  5, 2, ...  . Having chosen
a bin, the node sends a very short pulse within the duration
of the bin. If it is sending a logical zero, this pulse is sent at
the beginning of the bin, and if it is sending a logical one,
the pulse is delayed by  . On the example on Fig. 1, the first
pulse carries zero, and the second carries one.
Time hopping is used to achieve multiple access. The source
and the destination of each link have a common pseudo-
random time hopping sequence that is independent of other
links’ sequences. For other users not knowing the time hopping
sequence, this signal has the statistical properties of Gaussian
noise, due to randomness in time-hopping codes. It has been
shown in [24] that for the particular receiver used the total
noise received, comprised of background noise and a sum
of signals from other active links, will be perceived by the
decoder as Gaussian noise.
1) Power Attenuation: Assume the source of a link sends
data with transmission power 	 . The power of a signal at the
receiver is attenuated due to wave propagation and is 

 . We also assume there is no random fading, since it has
been shown in [20] that the fading can be assumed constant for
wide-band radios. We further assume that a transmitted signal
attenuates with power law as a function of distance from the
sender. If a link length is  then the strength of the signal at
the receiver  
 will be  
    ,  is a constant. This is a
commonly used attenuation model for wireless transmissions,
and has been confirmed as an indoor propagation model for
UWB in [1].
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2) Rate Function: Let  
 be the received power of the
signal and let   be the power of the noise at the receiver.
This noise is a Gaussian noise and it consists of a white noise
plus the total interference from other users. The signal-to-noise
(SNR) ratio at the receiver is then SNR   
   . Another
property of the model in [24] is that, given a desired bit-error
rate on the link, the rate of the link is a linear function of SNR
(for some constant  ):

 SNR  (1)
The key difference between this models and the 802.11
LAN standard as modeled in [9] is that 802.11 allows only
limited interference. Namely, if the interference is high and the
signal power is low, so that the SNR is below the threshold,
802.11 will not be able to receive any data. Nevertheless, UWB
can adapt its modulation and still achieve positive rate, for
arbitrary SNR value.
3) Orthogonality Factor: One way to extend the model
of Win Scholtz [24] is to improve the efficiency of time-
hopping code construction. An improved time-hopping code
construction and distribution could decrease the interference
perceived by parallel transmissions, due to orthogonality. This
is frequently modeled in the literature by an orthogonality
factor 	 . If   is the white noise at a receiver, and 
 is the
total interference from other sources, then the effective noise
observed through the decoding process is  	
 and the rate
of a link is


 

 	



	

 

 

	


We see that the optimal architecture of such a network with
white noise of intensity   is thus equivalent to the same
network without orthogonality factor, but with white noise
intensity  

	 . Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume
that 	 ﬁﬀ .
4) Power Constraints: Let us denote with ﬂﬃ the energy
of a UWB pulse. Since a pulse is very short, we can assume
it has a constant power, we denote with   ﬂﬃ

 
 . The
power of a transmitted UWB signal is limited by regulations
and hardware capabilities in two ways. The first limit is on
the power of the pulse
"! 
ﬃ


The second limit is the average power limit, which constraints
the average number of pulses per time unit. Since in the Win
Scholtz scheme [24] there is only one pulse per frame, we can
formalize this constraint as
ﬂ
ﬃ
  
 
  
  
! #


In the Win Scholtz model, it is assumed that the duration
of a frame    and a chip    are predefined by a protocol.
Therefore, the only free parameter in the model is the power
of the pulse  , and we have a single power constraint  :
"! 

$&%('  
ﬃ
)
#

 

 

*
B. MAC layer
The MAC layer of a network defines power control and
scheduling policies. We assume that time is divided into time
slots. In each time slot each node can choose to transmit with
an arbitrary power which is constant throughout the slot and
constrained by the node’s power limitations, or it can choose
to remain silent. A node cannot send and receive within the
same slot, nor it can send or receive from two nodes at a time.
A schedule defines in which slot a node transmits, to whom,
and with what power. Although a schedule can have an infinite
number of slots, we show in Section III-G that it is sufficient
to consider only schedules with a finite number of slots. We
represent a duration of a slot as a fraction of the duration of
the overall schedule. We do not need to specify the time-scale
of a schedule, but we assume it is sufficiently larger than the
UWB symbol duration.
One example of schedule is to allow only a single link to
send at any point in time. We call it “total exclusion”; it can
be implemented with time division multiple access (TDMA)
or contention resolution protocols such as CSMA or token
passing. Such a protocol is proposed in the 802.15.3a standard.
Another example is a schedule in which as many nodes as
possible send at the same time, as in [17].
C. Routing
Communication can be done by letting each source transmit
data directly to its destination. We call this direct routing
(DIR). If all nodes use direct routing, we essentially have a
single-hop network. The key question is whether one can im-
prove performance by relaying data over intermediate nodes.
In a wireless setting each node can communicate to every
other node, and there is an exponential number of possible
relaying paths. Additionally, each source can use several paths
in parallel, depending on the load on each of them, in order
to achieve Wardrop equilibrium [13]. These paths depend on
rates and routes of other flows, and are not necessarily close
to the shortest path.
Finding the optimal routing that achieves Wardrop equilib-
rium is a complex task, and most of the existing multi-hop
wireless networks restrict choosing routes from a predefined
subset of routes, for example a subset of routes in which each
hop decreases the distance to the destination (like AODV or
DSR).
In this paper we focus on relaying over nodes that are on
the minimum energy and loss route (MELR). If we consider
a network with only one flow, where there can be at most one
node sending at a time, then the minimum energy and loss
route is the route of the flow that maximizes its rate. If the
network is static and has uniform power constraint, the MELR
route is equivalent to the minimum energy route (MER). For
more precise definitions of MELR and MER, see Section III-
H.
We assume all nodes have the same routing policy. The
policy is defined by the size of the hop. One example of such
a route is the MELR route itself, where we use the largest
number of hops and the smallest hop sizes. By increasing hop
size, thus taking a smaller subset of MELR route, we can
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obtain intermediate paths, as shown on fig. 2. Finally, for very
large hop sizes we obtain the DIR routing policy.
DIR
intermediate
DS
MELR
Fig. 2. Different routing policies: DIR sends data directly from a source
to a destination (dashed line); MELR relays over nodes that are on
a minimum energy and loss path (solid line); intermediate routes use
larger hops and relay over a subset of MELR nodes (dotted line).
Whatever routing protocol a wireless network utilizes, it
will always waste some rate on the protocol overhead, such as
beaconing. This in turn decreases the efficiency of a network
that implements routing. We assume that each link consumes
a fraction   
 of its available rate on routing, hence if the rate
of a link is  without routing, then the rate of the link is
 
  ﬀ  
	 when routing is turned on. In order to assess
the cost of routing, we also consider a scenario without routing
where a source always sends data directly to the destination.
We analyze both scenarios in order to estimate what is the
acceptable cost of a routing protocol in terms of rate overhead,
if it is to be implemented in a network.
D. Mobility
We assume all nodes are mobile. Although we do not
explicitly model nodes’ movements, we describe their mobility
in our model through a packet loss probability at every hop.
If a node moves away, a route is broken and packets are
lost. When a new node arrives, the route is reconciled, and
from there on packets are transmitted. The more the nodes
are mobile, the more the packets will be lost due to route
destructions.
In our model we consider a snapshot of a network where
nodes are not moving. This represents a “typical” topology. Let
us denote with 
 the probability of loosing a packet at a node,
or a fraction of packets that will on average be lost at each
node on a long term, due to mobility. We model the mobility
through 
 : the higher 
 is, the more the nodes are mobile.
Assume that the rate of a flow when nodes are not mobile is

, and the number of hops on the route is  . Then, the rate of
the same flow when nodes are mobile is


 

 ﬀ



 .
The mobility model considered here is on a very high-level,
and might be very inaccurate if compared to more realistic
models. However, in this paper we are not interested in the
actual mobility pattern but rather how a global mobility level
influences our findings.
E. Traffic Demand and Flow Control
We assume all flows have infinite amounts of data to send.
Since lower protocol layers will define in a unique way the
available rate for each flow, we assume our flow control layer
is able to completely use this available rate.
F. Performance objectives
Our performance objective is to find a scheduling, routing
and power allocation such that long term average flow rates
are proportionally fair:
Definition 1: Rate allocation  is proportionally fair [13]
on set of rates  if it maximizes ﬀ
ﬂﬁ
 on set  .
G. Mathematical Formulation
We model the wireless network as a set of 
 flows, ﬃ links
and   time-slots. Flows are unicast or multicast.
 
 !#" is the vector of average rates achieved by flows.
 %$
&
'!#( is the vector of average rates achieved on links.
 
&*)
!#( is the vector of rates achieved on links in time
slot + .
 -,
)
.!#( is the vector of powers allocated on links in
time slot + .
 
/.!#0 is the vector of durations of time slots in the
schedule.
 
 (routing matrix) is such that  21  ﬀ if flow  uses
link  . We have $&43

 . The matrix

is defined by the
routing algorithm.
 
 5 76 is the attenuation of a signal from the source of link


to the destination of link 98 .
 
 

 and 
ﬁ
are the overhead of routing and the number of
hops of flow : respectively, as described in Section III-C.
 

 is the probability of loosing a packet due to mobility,
as described in Section III-D.
We assume that a schedule consists of time slots + 
ﬀ      of duration 
)
. We normalize these lengths such that

0
);


)
 ﬀ . Let us call , ) the vector of transmission
powers assigned to links in slot + , and let <*='> ) be the vector
of signal-to-noise ratios at receivers of the links, induced
by , ) . The rate achievable on link  in slot + is &?)


/<@='>
)

. The vector of average rates on the links is thus
$
&


0
);


)
&*)
. Since &*) has dimension ﬃ (where ﬃ is
a number of links), by virtue of Carathe´odory theorem, it is
enough to consider   !Aﬃ  ﬀ time slots of arbitrary lengths
 in order to achieve any point in the convex closure of points
&*)
.
We next describe set    of feasible average flow rates
under a given routing matrix  . It is the set of BC!" such
that there exist a schedule  , a set of power allocations , ) and
a corresponding set of rate allocations &?) for all + ﬁﬀDD2D   ,
and average rates $& , such that the following set of equalities
and inequalities are satisfied:

ﬁ


)


ﬁ
 ﬀEF  
G ﬀEH


JI


)


!

$
&
$
&
 
(LK?
);


)
&*)
&*)

 /<*='> M
,
)

<@='> J
,
)
  NPOQﬂR
QSQ
0TKVUXW2Y
Z
Q
N
O
W
R
W
Q
ﬀ 

(LK?
);


)
,
)

! 

(2)
The goal of the problem is to find the proportionally fair
rate allocation on the set of feasible rates. As follows from
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the definition 1, it is equivalent to the following optimization
problem:
 
 $
	
1 

	
"

ﬁ
;

 
ﬁ
 (3)
where  is the set of possible routing algorithms defined
by Section III-H. The optimization problem (3) has as free
variables routing matrix  , time slots’ durations 
)
, and
vectors of transmission powers assigned to links in slot + , , ) .
The values of these variables that solve (3) define the optimal
routing, scheduling and power control in the given network.
Definition 2: A tuple  
)

)
)
,
)
 is called optimal routing,
power allocation and scheduling if it solves the optimization
problem (3).
H. Minimum Energy and Loss Routes
We here define the notion of Minimum Energy and Loss
Route (MELR), and give an intuitive interpretation.
Definition 3: The Minimum Energy and Loss Route
(MELR) of a flow is the route that minimizes



ﬁ
;




ﬁ

ﬁ
*
 ﬀEH




K?
over all possible routes.
Proposition 1: Consider a network depicted with (2) with
a single flow, and let us restrict the scheduling such that there
may be, at most, one node sending at a time with maximum
power. Then, the optimal routing for the flow is MELR routing.
Proof: Consider an arbitrary route  

)
DDD
)



 from the
source to the destination and let 
ﬁ
be the fading on the : -th
link. In the optimal rate allocation we have rates of all links
equal to the rate of flow. Due to the restriction in the schedule,
a rate of link : is


$

ﬁ
 
ﬁ
 
ﬁ

ﬁ

  , where 
ﬁ
is
the fraction of time link : is scheduled. Again, in the optimal
allocation we have  
ﬁ
;


ﬁ
 ﬀ . From the above equation it
is easy to derive that

  



ﬁ
;

ﬀ


ﬁ

ﬁ

 ﬀEC



*
 (4)
From there we see that a path that maximizes the rate in the
network minimizes  
ﬁ
;



ﬁ

ﬁ
*
 ﬀ  
 


K? , which
is indeed the MELR.
In the case of a static network with uniform power con-
straints, the MELR route is equivalent to the well known
energy route (MER), which we recall below.
Definition 4: Suppose a path  consists of nodes
	 ﬀG
)
DD2D
)
 9+@ , and let us denote with 
ﬁ
1  the attenuation
between nodes : and ﬀ . The minimum energy route (MER) of
a flow is the one that minimizes
)


ﬁ
;


*



ﬁ

1 


ﬁ
K?

over all possible routes  for the flow.
Furthermore, if we consider the scenario from proposition 1,
where the network is static and has uniform power constraints,
and we fix the rate of the flow, then the MER route is indeed
the one to minimize the dissipated energy.
IV. THE STATIC RING CASE
As mentioned earlier, the above problem is difficult to solve
in the general case. In order to obtain heuristics that will help
us find an approximate solution for a general problem, we first
restrict our attention to a static network with ring topology and
with a high level of symmetry, as depicted on Fig. 3. The ring
topology can be represented as an ﬃ -sided regular polygon
with distance  between nodes.
2
3
1
R
l
Lϕ=2pi/
L
Fig. 3. Analyzed topologies: ring.
The maximum power for all nodes is the same, and equal to
 . Each node is a source of data, and its destination is
 
-hops
away on the right, where
 ﬁ
ﬃ ﬃﬂ
, thus here 
 .ﬃ . We also
assume there is no routing overhead (   
   ) and there is no
mobility ( 
   ).
Next we present several propositions related to the ring
topologies. We prove them, and use them to simplify the
numerical solution of the optimization. We then define several
claims and we verify them by inspecting the numerical results
on various ring sizes. These findings are then extended and
verified to arbitrary networks in Sections V and VI.
A. Proportional Fairness
The first proposition is about a property of the proportion-
ally fair rate allocation.
Proposition 2: In the above defined ring wireless network,
if a rate allocation is proportionally fair then each flow has
the same rate.
Proof: We proceed by contradiction. Let us denote with
! the proportionally fair rate allocation and assume that for
some :
)
ﬀ ,

!
ﬁ "


!

. Let 

)

)
)
,
)
 be the optimal routing,
scheduling and power allocation that achieves 
!
.
By time division and rotation of the optimal allocation, it
is possible to achieve rate allocation  such that
ﬂﬁ

ﬀ
ﬃ
(


;


!


By construction, we have that for all :
)
ﬀ ,

ﬁ


 , thus we
have  ! "  .
Finally, by concavity property of the log function we further
have that
 Pﬀ
ﬁ
 . P$#%
ﬀ
ﬃ
(


;


!
'&(*)
ﬀ
ﬃ
(


;

 

!


)
which leads to contradiction.
Since all flow rates are the same, we can write


ﬁ
. Due
to symmetry in routing, one can easily verify that all link rates
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are the same, hence we can also write $
ﬁ

$
 . For the direct
routing, a link capacity corresponds to the rate of a flow, hence
the rate of flow


$
 . For the minimum energy routing we
have
 
flows sharing the same link, hence


$
 
 
.
B. Scheduling
We next describe the optimal scheduling in the ring case.
In the case of MER routing, we have ﬃ one-hop links, and in
the case of DIR routing we have ﬃ
 
-hop links. We show that
the optimal schedule consists of rotationally symmetric slots
of equal lengths. For , !( and +H *ﬀ
)
DD2D
)
ﬃ  , let us call
 
)

,
 a rotation of , such that for all +4 *ﬀ
)
DD2D
)
ﬃ  ,

 
)

,
   
,


K
)
*

(
	 K?

Proposition 3: In the above depicted ring scenario, there
exists a power vector , '! ( such that the optimal schedule
consists of ﬃ rotationally symmetric power vectors , ) 
 
)

,
 that are equally frequent, that is 
)
 ﬀ  ﬃ
.
Proof: Let $& be the vector of the optimal link rates. From
proposition 2 it follows that all links have the same rate, that
is for all : and ﬀ ,  $& 
ﬁ

$
&
  .
Since $& is rotationally symmetric we can achieve the same
rate by rotating each power allocation by an arbitrary  , hence
from (2):
$
&

(LK?

);


)
/<*='>4
 

,
)
  
It follows that &@)  ﬀ

ﬃ

(

;

/<@='>
 


,
)
  , thus all
&
) are also rotationally symmetric. Since
$
&

( K?

);


)
&
)
!$
)
&
)
)
we conclude that for some , we can represent the proportion-
ally fair allocation as
$
&

ﬀ
ﬃ
(

);

 <@='>
 
)

,
   (5)
C. Power Allocation
Proposition 4: In the optimal power allocation, each node
in a given time either sends at the maximum power or does
not send at all.
Proof: Let us consider $& from (5) as a function of   ,
an arbitrary component of , , while fixing other components
to arbitrary values. It is easy to verify by derivating (5) that

6


ﬃ
6
Q
 for any values of other components, hence $& is always
convex with respect to   .
Consider the optimal power allocation of an arbitrary link
  . Since $& is convex with respect to   for arbitrary values of
other powers, it is so for the optimal , . This in turn means
that by increasing or decreasing  )

one can increase $& hence
 . The only case when this is not possible is when    or




.
The proposition 4 proves our finding 3 for the ring case, that
all nodes should send at the maximum power when sending.
D. Routing
At this point we analyze what is the optimal routing policy.
As already explained, we assume node : can relay over all
nodes on the closest path between : and
 
: , and the routing
policy is defined by the size of the hop. If the size of the hop
is 1, then data is relayed over all nodes between : and
 
 :
and this is the MER, and since the network is static, it is also
the MELR route. If the size of the hop is
 
then the source
sends directly to the destination, and the routing is called the
direct routing (DIR).
Proposition 5: For any network size, flow length and max-
imum power constraint, and under optimal scheduling and
power allocation, it is the optimal to use the smallest hop
size (i.e. to use the minimum energy route).
We were not able to prove the proposition analytically.
However, we solved numerically the optimization problem
(2) for rings of various sizes and various flow lengths, and
we found that MER always gave the best performance. An
example of comparison between MER and DIR routes can be
seen on the top of Fig. 4 for a ring of 14 nodes, and flows of
size 6.
Proposition 5 confirms our finding 4 for the ring case, that
the optimal routing is the MELR routing.
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Max rates for 14 nodes, flow size of 6 hops
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Optimal schedule for 14 nodes, MER, any flow size
Fig. 4. Top: maximum rates for DIR and MER routing and different
values of  are depicted, for a ring of 14 nodes, versus normalized
power. We see that MER routing is better then DIR for all transmitting
powers constraints. Bottom: we see the optimal number of nodes active
in the same slot. For low powers, 7 out of 14 nodes are active at the
same time (every second node is sending). For high powers, only one
node is sending at a time.
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ﬃ   ,
 
 ﬂ ,   ﬀ 
8
Fig. 5. Illustration of proposition 6. On the top, the optimal scheduling for
MER routing is given, for  , 	 , 
 . Dashed arrows
depict flows, and solid arrows depict active links. Numbers below are
time slot numbers. Each link is either inactive, or active at the full power.
There are 8 allocations in total, but the first 2 are exactly the same as the
last 6. These 8 allocation repeat in a row, each taking the equal time slot,
and each one is a rotation of the previous one. The distance  between
active nodes is 2.
E. Exclusion Regions
Proposition 6: In the optimal power allocation , , each
receiving node has an exclusion region around it in which
all nodes are silent. The sizes of the exclusion regions of any
two nodes differ by at most one. This is true regardless of the
choice of the routing protocol.
The proposition is illustrated on Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Again,
we were not able to prove it analytically, but we tested it for
various ring sizes and flow lengths. This proposition verifies
our findings 1 and 5 for the ring case. It also verifies finding
2, since we show the sizes of exclusion regions differ in at
most one.
On the bottom of Fig. 4 one can see how the number
of active nodes depend on the relative transmission power
  

  , for MER routing (which is the same as MELR in
this case), where  is the distance between two adjacent nodes
in the ring, and   is the intensity of the background noise.
Whereas for small powers, every second node is active, for
large powers only one node is active at a time. We also see
that this schedule is independent of the flow size. The same
holds for DIR routing.
V. MOBILE NETWORKS IN A PLANE
In this section we solve the optimization problem (3) for an
arbitrary network on a plane. Due to complexity of the problem
we do not explore the full state space, but we use heuristics to
find the solution. We apply findings from the symmetric ring
case in order to derive these heuristics.
We first analyze properties of the optimal power allocation.
We proved for the ring case that, in the optimal allocation,
when a node is sending, it is sending with the full power.
The same finding has been proven in [5] for our model
(2), when the objective is to maximize the sum of rates
rather than the total utility. We verified the finding on our
optimization problem (3) by means of numerical simulations.
We considered small networks with a few nodes, and we use
brute force testing. We tried different power allocations, and
for each one we optimize scheduling and routing. We then
compared the total utilities achieved. In all cases the power
allocation that achieved maximal utility had the mentioned
ﬃ   ,
 
 ﬂ
,    ﬀ  
8
MER DIR
10101010 11001100
ﬃ  ﬀ  ,
 
 ﬂ ,   ﬀ  *
MER DIR
100010001000100100 111000000111000000
Fig. 6. Short representations of the optimal policies for ﬀ and
ﬁﬂ : one rotation of the optimal power allocation is given, each link
is denoted with 0 if inactive and 1 if active. The upper case ﬃ is
the one depicted on Fig. 5. In MER routing, the size of the exclusion
region is smaller than the length of the hop, hence every second node
is active. In DIR routing, for  	 there are 2 groups of 2 active nodes,
and distance between them is 4. Again, the size of the exclusion region
is smaller than the length of the hop. For !" , and MER routing,
the size of the exclusion region is between 2 and 3 hop sizes # . In the
case of DIR routing, some receivers have the size of exclusion region
between 1 # and 2 # , and some between 2 # and 3 # .
property. Therefore, we verified our finding 3, and we further
on take it as a hypothesis when searching for the optimal
routing and scheduling.
In order to find the optimal routing and scheduling, we
propose a number of routing and scheduling strategies. We
did a full factorial analysis by combining these strategies,
and we solved the optimization problem (3) for each possible
combination.
First, we find the optimal route for each flow according
to the chosen routing strategy. Those routes give us routing
matrix

and the set of links that have to transmit in our
schedule. Next we use the chosen scheduling strategy to obtain
the exclusion lists, that is to say, the lists of nodes that have
to remain silent while each destination is receiving.
We assign each link a weight that correspond to the number
of slots in the schedule in which it has to be active and we
then use a greedy algorithm to construct a schedule. At this
point, a slot represent a set of nodes that will be scheduled
at the same time. In the first slot we schedule a random link,
and we continue adding random links as long as they do not
belong to the exclusion lists of the already scheduled links.
When it is not possible to schedule further links in a given
slot, we start a new slot. We repeat the algorithm until all
links have been scheduled according to their weights. Note
that due to the topology of a network it is possible that some
links get scheduled in more slots than their weight determines
(i.e. a very distant link that does not interfere with others’
transmissions will be scheduled in every slot).
Once a schedule is determined, we optimize the lengths of
the slots. If a link is scheduled to transmit in a given slot,
according to the power hypothesis this means it sends with
the maximum power. At this point we are able to calculate
&*) link rates in each slot + from the model (2). Having &?)
fixed, we optimize slot lengths  , which is a purely convex
optimization problem, and can be solved using traditional
convex programming.
We tried several heuristics for determining weights of links
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in constructing the schedule:
  Equal weights: All links have weights 1, and all get
schedule approximately equal number of times.
  Traffic weights: Each link is assign a weight that corre-
spond to the number of flows passing over it. This means
a links with more flows passing over it will be scheduled
more frequently.
  Lagrangian weights: Solving the convex optimization
problem that determines  for a fixed schedule, we obtain
shadow prices for each component $  . We use this shadow
price as the weight of a link for generating the next
schedule.
We repeat the above described procedure several times for a
given network. Due to the randomness in schedule generation,
we obtain several different results, and we choose the maximal.
In addition, in the case of Lagrangian weights, we update the
weights for schedule generation at each run.
We tested different choices of scheduling weights on various
random network examples. We found on all tested scenarios
that changes in weights bring no difference in results, since the
slot durations also change to compensate. This show that the
solution of our algorithm is not very sensitive to the choice of
scheduling policy. Therefore, we further on used the simplest
one, the equal weights strategy.
We next present the routing and scheduling strategies con-
sidered. Numerical results of the optimization for different
networks in a plane are given in Section VI.
A. Routing Strategies
MELR routing strategy: Each flow uses the minimum
energy and loss route (MELR).
Intermediate routing strategy: Flows use routes consisted
of nodes that belong to the MELR path. Hop sizes in meters
of all flows are the same.
MER routing strategy: Each flow uses minimum energy
route (MER).
DIR routing strategy: There is no relaying and each flow
uses the direct link (DIR).
MERL routing strategy is derived from the proposition
1, where we showed it is optimal for a specific network
topology. Intermediate routing strategy represents a behavior
of conventional routing protocols for wireless networks and
gives a large number of possible routings, including DIR and
MERL routes as special cases. MER routing is equivalent to
MELR on a static network with uniform power constraints.
Otherwise it differs, and might not even be comprised of the
same nodes as MELR.
B. Scheduling Strategies
We have seen from the ring case (Fig. 6) that in the
optimal schedule, each link should maintain an exclusion
region around its destination while receiving. Other nodes
outside of that region might be transmitting during the same
slot. We maintain the same approach in the 2D case, and we
define two strategies that calculate the size of the optimal
exclusion region   around each destination (see Fig. 7).
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
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D
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S
Fig. 7. An example of the exclusion region. Node D is receiving data
from node S. Its exclusion region is represented as a shaded circle, and
has radius  . There are   nodes inside the exclusion region and they
are silent during the reception. Nodes outside of the exclusion region
can transmit, and the total interference they produce on D is 	
  .
Let us consider the destination D of link  , and assume it
has an exclusion region of size   . Let us call    G a number of
nodes that are in the exclusion region of D, and let us denote
with 
ﬀ G the interference received by D if all nodes outside
of the exclusion region would be active at the same time at
the maximum power. Assume for the moment that nodes are
uniformly distributed, and that all receivers have the same
size of the exclusion region   . Then link  can be scheduled
for transmission at approximately every 

     slot. When
scheduled, it will experience the interference of approximately
P8 
    , where P8 models the fact that not all the nodes outside
of exclusion region will be scheduled at the time. The rate of
link  in that case is
$
  
ﬀ


   G


  
8

   
 (6)
Based on this equation, we propose the first strategy for finding
the size of the exclusion region
Scheduling strategy 1: The receiver of each link maintains
an exclusion region while receiving. It calculates      and

    and for given 

and P8 finds   that maximizes (6). This
is the size of the exclusion region. The optimal values of 

and 8 are tuned on numerical examples.
Next, we propose a simpler strategy. Again, consider a net-
work with uniformly distributed nodes of density  , where all
nodes have equal power constraints. Consider the destination
D of link  and assume it has the exclusion region of size
  . Without loss of generality we assume there is a node at
distance   from D. We assume there is a power law signal
attenuation and we approximate 
ﬀ         . We also
approximate        8 , and we look for   that maximizes
(6), with P8  ﬀ . By inspecting the first derivative, we find
that the optimal   satisfies
  
 

ﬂ
ﬂ
 
 (7)
Scheduling strategy 2: The receiver of each link maintains
an exclusion region while receiving. It calculates the size of
the destination region around its destination according to the
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following formula
  
 
 ﬂ  V 
ﬂ   
 
The second strategy strikes with the simplicity of a potential
implementation. The left side of (7) represents the SNR of
the potential signal a destination would send to announce the
exclusion region. Any node that would receive this signal with
SNR higher than
ﬂ*  ﬂ  V
would know that it is in the
exclusion region and that it should remain silent.
We also consider Total exclusion and All-at-once scheduling
policies for comparison with the two strategies:
Scheduling strategy 3 (Total exclusion): Only one node
may be sending at a time.
Scheduling strategy 4 (All-at-once): As many node as
possible can send at a time, as long as each node only sends
to or receives from only one node at a time.
Note that these two scheduling policies can be also viewed
as policies with exclusion regions. Total exclusion is equivalent
to having an exclusion region with the infinite size, while All-
at-once is equivalent to having an exclusion region of size 0.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we present numerical solutions of the opti-
mization problem (3) for various network scenarios. The goal
of the analysis is to prove our findings 1-5 from Section I-H.
A. An Example Scenario
We start by illustrating our results on a simple example,
given on Fig 8. The network is static and power constraints
are the same for all nodes. This in turn means that MER and
MELR routes are equivalent. We compare the total utility (3)
achieved by different combinations of routing and scheduling
strategies.
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Fig. 8. An example of a network with 50 randomly distributed nodes
and 25 randomly distributed flows.
On Fig. 9 we plot the histogram of flow rates achieved on
the network from Fig. 8 with MELR routing and different
schedulings. The utility of each allocation is given in the title.
We see that the utilities of scheduling strategies 1 and 2 are
almost the same. We also see that the utilities achieved by
Total exclusion and All-at-once schedulings in this case are
significantly smaller. The worse performance in these cases
can be verified from the two histograms on the right.
On Fig. 10 we plot histogram of flow rates achieved on
the network from Fig. 8 for DIR and MELR routings, and
scheduling strategy 2. The utility of each allocation is given in
the title. We see that MELR routing is in this case significantly
better than DIR.
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Fig. 10. Histogram of flow rates achieved on the network from Fig. 8
using scheduling strategy 2 and MELR or DIR routing. Maximal trans-
mission power is 
   
	 for all nodes. The total utility achieved
is given in the title of each figure. On the X axis are depicted rates in the
log scales. The axis is divided into bins of equal sizes. On the Y axis are
the numbers of flows whose rates belong to a given bin.
B. Homogeneous Networks with Homogeneous Traffic
We first consider homogeneous networks with 50 nodes
uniformly distributed on a square of area 1. Half of the nodes
are sources and half are destinations, and each source chooses
randomly a destination. An example of such a network is given
on Fig. 8.
The main parameter that influences the rate is the received
power over noise. Therefore, varying the density of nodes
(either by changing the number of nodes or the surface of
the area) is equivalent to varying the maximum transmitted
power constraint. Also, an increase in the white noise is
equivalent to a decrease of maximum transmission power.
We consider      as the main architecture parameter
of our network. We test all possible combinations of routing
and scheduling strategies presented in Section V, for different
values of 

  . An illustration of the comparisons is
given on Fig. 11, where we compare MELR and DIR routing
combined with all 4 scheduling strategies.
We find that scheduling strategy 2 is the best one, regardless
of the routing protocol and the size of hops used. Recall that
the size of an exclusion zone in strategy 2 depends on only on
the power constraints of the corresponding source, and not on
the size of the link or the positions of surrounding nodes. This
confirms our finding 1 and 2 about the optimal MAC protocol.
It also confirms finding 5, since neither the scheduling strategy
nor the size of the exclusion region itself depend on the choice
of the route.
We also compared performances of different routing pro-
tocols by varying the size of hops, for different scheduling
strategies. An example can be seen on Fig. 11 where we
depict performances of DIR and MELR routings for different
scheduling strategy. We found that the smallest hop size is the
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Fig. 9. Histogram of flow rates achieved on the network from Fig. 8 with MELR routing and different schedulings. Maximal transmission power is

 ﬀ  
	 for all nodes. The name of a strategy with the total utility achieved is given in the title of each figure. On the X axis are depicted
rates in the log scales. The axis is divided into bins of equal sizes. On the Y axis are the numbers of flows whose rates belong to a given bin.
best, and that MELR routing is the optimal routing, regardless
of the choice of the scheduling. This confirms our finding 4.
It is interesting to observe from Fig. 11 that scheduling strat-
egy 1, which has more sophisticated procedure of calculating
the size of exclusion regions, has equally good performance
as strategy 2. We also see that Total exclusion is equally
good as scheduling strategy 2 for high power constraints,
and All-at-once is as good for low power constraints. This is
in accordance with the construction of the exclusion region
of strategy 2. On one hand, as the power is growing, the
exclusion regions are growing as well, until each exclusion
region occupies the whole network, and the policy becomes
Total exclusion. On the other hand, when power is sufficiently
small, exclusion regions will be small enough so that they do
not include any nodes, and the policy becomes All-at-once.
C. Non-Homogeneous Networks
During the derivations of our strategies we always assumed
networks were rather homogeneous: nodes are uniformly dis-
tributed, routing matrix is homogeneous, and power constraints
are the same for all nodes. In this section we analyze if
our conclusions are also valid in non-homogeneous networks.
We address three types of inhomogeneity: non-homogeneous
nodes distribution, non-homogeneous traffic matrix and non-
uniform power constraints.
We first consider non-homogeneous node distributions. We
now assume that 50 nodes are distributed on the unit square
such that 40 nodes are placed uniformly on the left half of
the square and the remaining 10 nodes are placed on the
right half. Sources and destinations are still chosen uniformly
among nodes.
Next, we consider non-uniform traffic matrix. We uniformly
place 50 nodes on a unit square, and all of them talk to the
nearest base station. We analyzes cases with 1 (placed in the
center of the square) and 4 base stations (placed in the centers
of four quarters of the square).
Finally, we consider networks with uniformly distributed
nodes and source destination pairs, but non-uniform power
constraints. Each node has the power constraint randomly
chosen from the interval

 ﬀ 
)
 ﬀ  . This
way the average power constraint of all nodes is still  .
In all cases, we analyze all combinations of scheduling and
routing strategies, and we search for the one that has the
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Fig. 12. Utilities of different routing and scheduling algorithms applied
on random networks with non-uniform node distribution. We assume
40 nodes are uniformly distributed on the left half on the unit square,
and 10 nodes on the right half. Source-destination pairs are uniformly
chosen. On the x axis a relative power constraint 
    is given.
On the y axis the differences between total utility of the reference ap-
proach (scheduling strategy 2 and the MELR routing) and the analyzed
approach are given.
highest utility. We repeat the procedure for several random
network topologies and for different values of power con-
straints. Examples of comparisons can be seen on Fig. 12
for non-homogeneous network topologies, Fig. 13 for non-
homogeneous traffic matrix, and Fig. 14 for non-uniform
power constraints.
For all considered network scenarios we derive the same
conclusions. We find that the optimal routing is the one with
minimal hop length, that is MELR routing, regardless of the
choice of the scheduling protocol. This confirms finding 4.
We also find that the optimal scheduling strategy is strategy 2,
regardless of the choice of the routing protocol. This confirms
findings 1 and 2. Again, from the property of strategy 2 that
the exclusion region depends only on the power constraint it
follows that the optimal MAC protocol is independent of the
routing strategy, which confirms finding 5. We conclude that
although our findings were initially derived for homogeneous
networks, they are robust to changes in network characteristic
and remain valid in non-homogeneous network scenarios.
Other interesting remarks can be made for the non-
homogeneous traffic case, depicted on Fig. 13. As we con-
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Fig. 11. Utilities of different routing and scheduling algorithms applied on homogeneous random networks and different maximal power constraints.
On the left different schedules are applied with MELR routing and on the right with DIR routing. On the x axis a relative power constraint 
    
is given. On the y axis the differences between total utility of the reference approach and the analyzed approach are given. Here, scheduling strategy
2 with MELR is taken as the reference approach.
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Fig. 13. Utilities of different routing and scheduling algorithms applied on homogeneous random networks with base-stations. We assume 50
randomly distributed nodes are sending data to the nearest of 1 (on the left) or 4 (on the right) base stations. On the x axis a relative power
constraint 
     is given. On the y axis the difference between total utility of the reference approach (scheduling strategy 2 and the MELR
routing) and the analyzed approach are given.
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Fig. 14. Utilities of different routing and scheduling algorithms applied on homogeneous random networks with non-uniform maximal power
constraints. We assume power constraints are uniformly distributed in the intervals of     
     
   (on the left) and     
  	 (on
the right). On the x axis a relative average power constraint 
     is given. On the y axis the differences between total utility of the reference
approach and the analyzed approach are given. Here, scheduling strategy 2 and MELR routing are taken as the reference approach.
cluded, DIR routing is always worse than MELR, but it
becomes more efficient as the number of base-stations in-
creases, which is due to the fact that routes are are becoming
shorter. Also, in the case of a network with non-uniform power
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constraints, depicted on Fig. 14, we find that, though MELR
and MER routings don’t give the same routes when power
constraints are not uniform, in our tests both routings gave
almost equal performance.
D. The Effects of Mobility and The Cost of Routing
As discussed in the introduction, routing in the wireless
networks might be expensive due to its cost, and to the
mobility of nodes and instabilities of routes. In this section
we investigate the impact of mobility on our findings. Again,
we test all possible combinations of scheduling and routing
strategies and find which one has the highest utility. We do the
test on homogeneous and non-homogeneous network scenarios
described above. We considered two levels of mobility, with
packet loss probabilities of 10% and 25%.
We obtain the same results in all analyzed cases. The routing
with minimum hop size is the optimal one, regardless of the
choice of scheduling. Scheduling strategy 2 is the optimal
one for all routing strategies. As already discussed above, this
confirms our findings.
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Fig. 15. Utilities of different routing algorithms applied on mobile ho-
mogeneous random networks and different maximal power constraints.
Fraction of packets lost on each hop is 10% or 25%. On the x axis
a relative power constraint 
    is given. On the y axis are the
differences between total utility of the reference approach (MELR routing
and scheduling strategy 2) and MER and DIR routing again with the
optimal scheduling strategy 2.
A snapshot of numerical results can be seen on Fig. 15,
where we show utilities of different routings with the optimal
scheduling, for different mobility levels. As noted above,
MELR routing is the optimal one, and for a static case, it
is equivalent to MER routing. As the mobility level increases,
MER routing deteriorates, and DIR improves. We verified that
for very high packet loss ratios due to mobility DIR will
eventually become equivalent to MELR. However, this does
not happen in realistic examples. Furthermore, as expected,
mobility does not influence the optimal scheduling strategy
as it does not change behavior in any other way but adding
additional cost to the routes.
Another previously mentioned drawback of routing is its
cost. We next discuss what the maximal cost of a routing is
after which our findings don’t hold any more. We say that a
routing protocol consumes a constant fraction   
 of rate of
each link. It is obvious that it is not going to impact the optimal
scheduling strategy, hence findings 1, 2 and 5 will continue
to hold. On the contrary, a sufficiently high value of this
additional cost can penalize routing such that no routing (that
is to say DIR) becomes the optimal strategy, thus invalidating
finding 4. We are interested in finding for which values of   

this is going to happen.
According to (2) we have that a rate of a flow : is ﬁ 

)


ﬁ
 ﬀ    
2 , where  ) 
 are the rates in the same network
without routing costs. If a network consists of 
 flows, than
the utility of the network with routing will be    
ﬀ ﬀE
  
2
 
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 

 
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(8)
For example, for a network with 25 flows, if the routing cost
is   
 *  ﬂ then the decrease in utility comparing to the
same network without routing cost is going to be around 7.
By inspecting the above presented graphs, and using (8), we
estimate for which values of   
 our finding 4 will cease to
hold.
We first consider static networks. From Fig. 11 we see that
the difference in utilities between DIR and MER (which is
here equivalent to MELR) is between 70 and 90. From (8) we
see that DIR becomes better when the cost of routing is   

   
 . As 85% of the overhead can be considered very high
for a routing protocol, we conclude that in realistic scenarios
MELR is the optimal routing, and our finding 4 still holds.
The same result holds for non-homogeneous networks.
Next, we consider mobile networks from Fig. 15, with
packet loss probability of 25%. Difference in utilities between
DIR and the optimal routing is more than 25. Again from (8)
we conclude that DIR will become optimal for cost   

)
  
	 .
Both packet loss ratio of 25% and routing overhead of 63%
still represent extreme values and we agian conclude that in
realistic scenarios with mobility our finding 4 still holds.
VII. COMPARISON TO NARROW-BAND NETWORKS
An interesting question to discuss is if our findings for wide-
band networks can be applied to narrow-band networks. We
give here a simple yet illustrative example why this is not
possible.
We can derive a model of a narrow-band network similar
to our model (2) of a wide-band network. In the narrow-band
case, the rate of a link is not going to be a linear function of
the SNR, but rather something like

)

    ﬀ A<@='> J
,
)
  
Let us consider a narrow-band model of a static ring. Using
a similar techniques like in the Section IV, we can solve the
optimization problem. For more details see [15].
On Fig. 16 on the left, the maximal rates achieved by
different routings in an 18-node ring are depicted. We see that
MER routing is better for small powers, and DIR routing is
better for large powers. This is in contradiction to our finding
4 for wide-band networks.
The numbers of active nodes in the optimal schedules for
different routings are depicted on the right of Fig. 16. Although
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Fig. 16. On the left, maximum rates achieved by DIR and MER routing and different values of  are depicted, for a ring of 18 nodes. In all cases,
we consider the optimal schedule. We see that for small transmitting powers MER routing is better then DIR, and for large powers DIR becomes
better. This is in contradiction with our finding 4 that MER is always the best. On the right we see the number of nodes active in one time slot. We
see that it is not the same for different routing policies. This means that the sizes of exclusion regions depend on the routing policy and link sizes.
This violates our findings 2 and 5.
we verify that the optimal schedules for both MER and DIR
routing do have the exclusion regions around each receiving
node, we see from Fig. 16 that the sizes of these regions vary.
The size of the exclusion region depends on the size of links,
therefore depends on the choice of the routing protocol. This
is in contrast to our findings 2 and 5 for wide-band networks.
From the above results we see that in narrow-band networks,
the optimal routing depends on the power constraints. The
optimal scheduling depends on the size of links, and the choice
of the routing. Thus, the design of the optimal narrow-band
networking architecture is essentially a non-separable joint
optimization problem. This confirms the result in [21], which
applies to 802.11.
On the contrary, our findings show that for wide-band net-
works the joint optimization problem can be solved separately
for routing and MAC layers. This implies that the design of
wide-band networks is significantly simpler than for narrow-
band.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We answer questions on what objective the MAC layer and
routing protocols should have in a multi-hop UWB ad-hoc
network. We presented a general model for a joint scheduling,
power allocation and routing optimization problem. We an-
alytically solve the problem for symmetric one-dimensional
networks, and approximately by numerical simulations for
arbitrary networks in a plane. Based on these solutions we
identified findings that we showed to hold quite generally in
arbitrary UWB networks.
We first find that in a multi-hop UWB network, unlike
in wide-band networks, the optimal MAC protocol does not
depend on the choice of the routing. This finding emphasizes
that a traditional layered network architecture is applicable to
multi-hop wireless network, and that a MAC protocol can be
designed regardless of the choice of the routing protocol.
We also find that for static networks, minimum energy route
(MER) is the optimal route not only from the energy but also
from the rate performance viewpoint. This finding holds even
for routing protocol with high signaling overhead. When nodes
are mobile, then the optimal route minimizes a function of
dissipated energy and the number of hops on the route. Again,
this finding holds for moderately high mobility and routing
overheads.
Our last finding is about the optimal MAC design. We
find that a node should maintain an exclusion region around
it while receiving. All nodes in the exclusion region should
remain silent during the reception, while nodes outside of this
region may transmit in parallel. The size of this exclusion
region depends only on the power constraints of the source of
the transmission, and not on the size of the link or the positions
of other nodes. Additionally, the receiver and its corresponding
sender should adapt the rate of the communication according
to the amount of noise and interference at the receiver. When
a node is transmitting, it should do so with maximum power.
Although our routing strategy resembles the ones used in
802.11 networking, the optimal MAC design is significantly
different. Unlike 802.11, the exclusion region is defined only
around the destination, and not around the source. The size of
the exclusion region in 802.11 is calculated such that nodes
transmitting outside of the exclusion region will not collide
with the ongoing transmission. In the case of UWB, a sender
and a receiver can adapt their rate to an arbitrary level of
interference. Still, we find it is optimal from a global viewpoint
to control the interference. Finally, whereas in 802.11 each
node should set its own transmission power as low as possible,
as long it is received by the destination, in UWB network, one
should, when sending, always send at the maximum power.
These findings give directions for implementations of rout-
ing and MAC protocol. A routing protocol should be based on
a distributed shortest path algorithm considering inverse links’
fadings as the costs of links. The optimal MAC protocol should
have some kind of signaling that would prevent nodes in the
exclusion region of a receiving node to transmit at the same
time. The fact that the optimal size of the exclusion region is
defined solely on local information facilitates MAC protocol
design. Details of the actual implementation of the protocols
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remain as a future work. Note that our findings suggest that
there are fundamental reasons why re-using MAC protocols
originally designed for narrow-band (as envisioned by IEEE
802.15.3a) might not be a good idea.
Different UWB Models
As we mentioned in the introduction, there exist several
UWB physical models, and we have primarily focused on the
Win Scholtz one [24]. It is interesting to discuss if our findings
can be extended and applied to another emerging UWB model,
the model of Souilmi, Knopp and Caire [17]. It differs in its
coding scheme and transceiver architecture. A specificity is
that it implements exclusion at the physical layer, thus physical
layer signaling and scheduling cannot be separated as they are
in our model. Hence our findings do not apply verbatim to
their model.
However, there are indications that findings similar to ours
might hold in [17]. Indeed, in [17], the authors have shown that
the exclusion mechanism has to adapt to the number of nodes
in the surrounding, but they haven’t analyzed it in further
details. Also, one may think that since the behavior of an
active link does not have to change due to a transmitting node
that is very far away, the exclusion mechanism in [17] would
in fact be needed only for nodes that are not too far apart.
This resembles our findings about the exclusion regions and
their optimal sizes. It remains as a future work to refine our
model in order analyze this generalization in detail.
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